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LIVONIA STAFF

Our On-Call MiOSHA Consultant:

Should you have a MiOSHA Inspector on your jobsite that 

requires further involvement, contact Bill Schlembach, then 

Lisa for Immediate response

TOOLBOX TRAINING

ICRA TRAINING
Toolbox Training will be divided into 2 groups, Toolbox 

training sheets and ICRA training sheets for 2016. The 

typical toolbox training sheets you are familiar with, 

twice a month, and an ICRA training sheet once a 

month. ICRA sheets will bring methods, ideas and field 

input into a generalized training sheet. Each sheet will 

focus on one topic and should form a broad outline of 

our ICRA standards used in healthcare facilities in 

Livonia and Pittsburgh.  Your input thru the year for 

ICRA is valued, please email any tricks or tips you have 

for any ICRA related task or method.

INSPECTIONS
INVENTORY

LIVONIA

PITTSBURGH

LIVONIA:

2016 will bring a larger change to the 

system of inspection and inventory control. 

With ever increasing demand on safety, 

jobsite equipment and inspections, it was 

inevitable that consolidating several tasks 

into similar groups would take place. 

Inventory management is one task that has 

been merged into the jobsite inspection 

process. The inspection process will now 

include verification of company equipment 

in the inspection process on a monthly 

basis. The benefits are listed below:

Currently working to set up in Pittsburgh with required 

Healthcare ICRA certification.

+Tool condition can be maintained 

+Rental charges calculated regularly

+Expiration dates checked

+Excess equipment can be removed

+PPE verified with use of such equipment

+Inventory is current every month

+Tool locating is more accurate

+Monthly documentation of equipment use

PITTSBURGH

LIVONIA

It’s easy 

to get 

carried 

away 

with a 

task, just 

don’t get 

carried 

away 

from the 

task!

LIVONIA
MEETING:

Thursday

January 21, 2016

On-Call MiOSHA Consultant


